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Abstract  
 Big Data analysis is the field of data processing where it involves 
collections of large volume of data sets which are generally so large and 
really complex in nature and also there is no unified scientific solution 
globally for any data analysis due to its nature of difficulties to process them 
by adopting traditional approaches and technologies.  Handling large volume 
of data and preparing them for deep analysis to evaluate them and prepare 
required information as required by the mining process is the most complex 
and sometimes costlier task in real-time. There are many solutions for the 
data mining process like clustering, special mining, k-means mining to name 
a few. But the real challenge in data mining process is choosing the correct 
solution or algorithm to apply for mining the input data and tuning the 
processing step in such a way that we establish a cost effective solution for 
the entire mining process. There may be many solutions where mining is 
efficient but cost of operation is not effective and sometimes it is vice-versa. 
Hence there is always an ever increasing demand for an efficient solution 
which is cost effective as well as efficient in data mining technique. The 
intent of this paper is researching on how we implement a concept called 
Parallel clustering which gives higher benefit in terms of cost and time in 
data mining processing without compromising the efficiency and accuracy in 
expected result. This paper discusses one such custom algorithm and its 
performance as compared to other solutions. 
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Introduction 
 According to Gartner, “Big Data are high-volume, high-velocity, 
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and/or high-variety information assets that require new forms of processing 
to enable enhanced decision making, insight discovery and process 
optimization.”  
 Due to data volume in data mining, there are real-time challenges 
which needs to handle all aspects of data manipulation activities like data 
capturing, data cleansing and filtering, data validation, data storage and 
retrieval, data search and reporting, data sharing and transporting, data 
transfer, data analysis, data archiving/purging and visualizing data in various 
representation of reporting structure defined and expected by the user at the 
end of processing the data. 

 
Fig 1: Data growth statistics 

 
 In recent times, Big Data attracts significant attention from the IT 
industry as well as laymen and sales/marketing team due to social media, 
digital transformation and new trends in digital marketing. This has 
generated an exponential growth in the popularity of websites from various 
service providers like Google. For example, Google is estimated to run more 
than 1 million servers in data centers across the world and to process over 1 
billion search requests and approximately 24 PB (petabytes) of user-
generated data each day.  Amazon as a big retail giant on the other hand 
handles over 1 million transactions per hour. In the social media space, 
Facebook, 90 million active users and they generate a massive amount of 
data in terms of pictures, messages, videos and the like. Even Twitter handles 
over 0.3 billion tweets on an average per day, which accounts to 4000 tweets 
per second.  
 
Key issues in Data handling 
 These giants are struggling with the extremely large volume of data 
generated due to a huge increase in the number of users and number of data 
transactions per second. This is exponential growth and handling such Big 
Data resulting in challenges which are not new [1]: Data Scientists are 
fighting for decades with the available limitations of the technology in 
handling such extremely large data sets when applying to various domains 
like complex physics simulations, genomics, medical science, meteorology 
and biological and environmental research.  
 The key issue in data mining in Big data analysis can be classified as 
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functional issues and technical issues [2]. Below diagram shows the stages 
and the key functional area of a typical Big data processing system. 

 
Fig 2: Data processing stages and functions 

 
 Functional issues are issues arising in the methodology or process of 
handling data like mining different kind of knowledge in database, source 
selection, Interactive mining of information at multiple levels of abstraction, 
Incepting background knowledge during data selection, query building and 
filtering options. 
 
Interactive mining 
 We can even classify another branch of peripheral issues coming out 
of functional blockers like visualization and presenting reports, pattern 
evaluation, handling noisy or incomplete data [3]. Technical issues are issues 
in the structure of the system like efficiency and reliability of the data mining 
algorithm, handling data processing by parallel or incremental mining 
algorithm. Apart from this, there are issues arising due to data like handling 
relational or irrational data and complex data structures, mining information 
from heterogeneous data source. 
 This evaluation helps in choosing better data mining solution to 
produce more accurate results in trend analysis, market evaluation and 
Return of investment as shown below. 

 
Fig 3: Data analysis solution 
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 Big Data processing is opening up totally new business opportunities 
like data security. As the world's data volume grows more and more, 
companies are investing on solutions to handle the challenge of data 
structuring and its protection from unauthorized access [4]. For example, in a 
financial industry we can provide a more sophisticated and secured 
personalized client segmentation. But the challenge is by handling their data 
to the fullest extent possible, banks are opening the floodgates to new 
competitors and data security would be a big threat. 
 
Choosing right Mining strategy 
 The key steps of any Data Mining process for data evaluation and 
interpretation involves in some key standard steps like Definition of the 
Business Problem and identifying the key roles of data attributes, Building 
the Mining Database from the data collected from various source of data 
sets, Exploring the Data collected from various source and Prepare the Data 
Modeling structure [5]. This step can go multiple iteration until a concrete set 
of data model is prepared for the required data processing steps and then user 
needs to build final Data Model suitable for processing the collected 
information which can then be used to evaluate the data to prepare reports 
for pattern analysis. 
 Spectral clustering is a graph theoretic technique for metric 
modification such that it gives much more global notion of similarity 
between data points as compared to other clustering methods such as k-
means [6]. It thus represents data in such a way that it is easier to find 
meaningful clusters on this new representation with inter-connected clusters.  
 Data mining using Clustering algorithms helps in such a condition 
where we focus on our analysis area and gather required subset of volumes 
of data gathered from Lead generation and process them to filter the 
preference set and produce the required results in terms of reports, diagrams, 
trend analysis and statistical data points. 
 Application of Data mining is widely used in Social media and digital 
marketing area where it requires significant amount of historical information 
processing which requires higher investment and cost of processing the data 
volume [7].  
 We have customized this clustering process by improvising pre-
processing steps by targeting Training set to be prepared based on five basic 
factors of the data set viz attribute type, attribute classification, attribute 
value range, attribute uniqueness and attribute filtering possibility. This sets 
the boundary limit of the data processing technique. This customization 
helps in improvised data model preparation and results in more accurate data 
evaluation. The steps for a typical customized Clustered data processing 
model which we named as M-clustering [17] [18] is shown below flow diagram.  
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Fig 4: Clustered data evaluation 

 
 Though there are predefined spectral clustering technique like spatial 
clustering or K-means clustering algorithm, we compared it with customized 
clustering technique and listed below the key differences with standard 
processing algorithms 

Functional aspect K-means cluster/Spectral cluster Customized M-Cluster 
Clustering Method Distance based clustering Tree based clustering (graph) 

Data volume handling Any size of data can be handled Any size of data can be handled 
Data attribute volume lower number of attributes large number of attributes 

Cluster depth User specified Auto calculated 
Hierarchical Depth based  Depth and node based 

Cluster assignment Probabilistic Ordered node based 
Table 1: Evaluation of clustering algorithms  

 
Conclusion 
 In real-time, Big Data analysis refers to high volume of data to be 
processed in lesser possible time [12]. In 2001, Gartner Inc. published a key 
trend analysis research report which exhibits the challenges and open 
opportunities showing strong and constant or sometimes exponential growth 
during data processing with increasing data volume and explains a three-
dimensional 3V model in the report[10] explaining "Big Data combines high 
volume, high velocity and/or high variety of information assets that require 
new forms of processing to enable enhanced decision making, insight 
discovery and process optimization." 
 There are a lot of researches and investment by various companies 
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around the world where they practically invested in these areas of data 
processing and have seen rapid growth in their data volume, from gigabytes 
(GB) to terabytes (TB) and even to multiple petabytes (PB or 1 million GB) 
and so on. Therefore, the sheer volume of data which is generated, handled 
and stored today is the biggest and complex challenge for companies. 
 This analysis shows that the main focus for a data analytics solution 
is structuring these massive volumes of data [9]. Customizing Clustering 
algorithm helps in preparing such structure which is fool proof in producing 
better trend analysis and report evaluation. According to IDC (a popular the 
global market research company), the volume of information which was 
generated and replicated in 2012 exceeded 2.8 zettabytes (ZB) which is equal 
to 2.8 trillion GB. With such exponential grown and trend, Data Analysts 
assume that by the year 2020, this numbers will reach an annual growth rate 
(CAGR) of 42%. This means that it would increase more than 30 times since 
2010. 
 Such data growth and giant data volume is a global phenomenon and 
we need to focus on key solution to handle such data in more efficient and 
effective data processing technique which in turn helps in playing a key role 
for the entire national economy and its citizens, as long as the legal 
framework is used correctly. This shows that Big Data applications can be 
used to solve problems that arise when information is distributed to multiple, 
and variant systems which are not connected by a central element.  
 One of the costlier tasks in a data mining process is Data cleansing 
and choosing the right solution/algorithm for data analytics when processing 
big data analysis. There are several techniques involved in data analytics in a 
data mining world where the choice of technique depends on various 
parameters including need for analysis, ROI, data density to name a few. 
 This article discusses a sophisticated concept for data cleansing 
which can be considered as pre-processing step for data analytics process. 
This process is based on relation building based on historical data 
processing, clustering data model preparation and Data node and tree 
formation based on a unique and low cost parallel clustering algorithm. This 
means the purpose of the solution discussed in this paper has customization 
in the clustering mechanism from improvising the processing logic as 
compared to special clustering as applied in social networking sites where 
clustered information provides vital information required for processing 
customer data.  
 Also this article highlights the importance and benefits of predicting 
business challenges and prevents them recurring by use of data mining 
techniques using a customized clustering algorithm which is detailed in 
referenced articles [17] [18]. For this approach to succeed it is important to have 
a strong data classification techniques is needed. Predictive analysis is like 
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entering a zero surprise zone, where processes function with no surprises and 
every trigger or alarm is identified well ahead of time. The idea is to collect 
data by smart mapping (by creating clusters of node and connecting them) in 
an end to end process and analyzing it to take timely decisions. 
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